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OVERVIEW

Initially a result of inventory correction but exacerbated by soft demand

due to the slowing world economy, production run rates of many

semiconductor factories were slashed to fractions of their past levels

last year. However, after a long period of month-to-month decline in

output, the semiconductor industry passed its trough and began a

gradual recovery starting in the fourth quarter. Analysts estimated

there was a 20% decline in IC unit volume and around 32% drop in

revenue in 2001 - the most severe slowdown in the entire history of the

semiconductor industry. Capital expenditure of many companies was

cut, resulting in push-outs or cancellations of outstanding orders.

Purchases of IC assembly and packaging equipment for capacity

expansion vanished.

Even in these serious circumstances, ASM remained profitable, largely

due to the solid business foundation laid over the years by our

superlative products in diversified territorial and application markets.

Still, Group turnover dropped to US$200 million, a reduction of 60.9%

as compared with the previous year.  With eroded order backlog,

turnover during the second half of the year was only 57.3% as

compared with the first half. While every sector of the electronics food

chain was badly hit, due to the strong domestic economy in the first

half of the year our sales to the China market declined much less than

in other countries. In addition, with our equipment strengths in

servicing the optoelectronics market, we made record sales into Japan,

better than all previous years.  Riding our strong market momentum,

ASM clearly has been gaining market share in both good (years 1999,

2000) and bad (2001) years.

The operating leverage effect of the reduced turnover inevitably

affected gross and net margins. Even though net profit was trimmed to

HK$231 million, once again we outperformed our competitors in the

rate of revenue change and distinguished ourselves as the only

profitable company during this slowdown.  The combined effect of our

rising equity base and smaller profit resulted in return on capital

employed and on sales ratios of 13.5% and 14.6% respectively.

Together with a 38% rise in our share price and hefty dividends during

the year, ASM represents a good investment for our shareholders

during this poor economic environment.

ASM is committed to long term growth and success. While our

competitors were forced to make expedient decisions to produce short-

term results, we did not cut back in marketing and R&D. Instead, we

used this slow period to aggressively launch renewed market assaults.

Many new products and new models equipped with the more powerful

motion controllers and linear motors were introduced to the market.

New die, wire and flip chip bonders were sent for various field

evaluations, and obtained very favourable responses from the

customers. Our technical support for customers’ packaging

development efforts also yielded good returns. This strategy enables

ASM to foster strategic partnerships with our customers and open

some doors for our leadframes and other assembly equipment.
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OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)

While the first few months of this year may prove challenging times,

due to a low order backlog and lack of customer capacity expansion

until their overall loading further improves, we have seen rising

demands for fine pitch wire bonders to meet the die shrink

requirements. This capability upgrade, as well as the need to invest in

new package types like QFN, CSP and flip chip, will lead the assembly

equipment industry’s gradual recovery. We believe ASM is well

positioned with its products and integrated customer solutions to take

full advantage of the market upturn.

MARKET AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Equipment Division

In spite of the extremely harsh business environment, ASM achieved a

turnover of US$159.2 million in 2001, largely thanks to our diversified

products addressing different application markets. With this turnover,

ASM still ranks second among the world’s semiconductor assembly

equipment manufacturers, although it represents a reduction of 63.5%

compared to the previous year.  Nevertheless, our sales were only 10%

below that of our leading competitor, and we actually surpassed them

during the first quarter. With our leading competitors reporting a

revenue drop exceeding 70% in the calendar year 2001, once again

ASM outperformed our peers and has clearly been gaining market share

in the last few years.

Equipment sales represent 80% of the Group’s turnover. Due to the soft

IC packaging market, especially the subcon segment, our weighting

towards equipment addressing the optoelectronics, discretes and chip-

on-board sectors was heavier than in the previous year.

During this slowdown, the AB339 Eagle wire bonder led our market

offensive and successfully captured four new customers who did

extensive field evaluations to verify our bonder’s superior fine pitch

process capabilities, throughput and stability. Other demonstrations

are currently on-going and several have already generated favourable

responses from potential customers. We expect our wire bonder market

share will be further enlarged when the market comes back for more

technology and capacity buys.

Apart from supporting customers with process enhancements, we are

continuing to push forward with our factory automation solution. We

recently shipped our new generation IDEALine, featuring Twin Eagle

and some advanced concepts, to a customer for beta site testing.

Concurrently, we are building a complete line for another customer,

with ASM supplying all the critical process modules such as die attach,

snap cure, wire bond, encapsulation, trim form, test handling,

singulation, inspection, tape and reel. In addition to absolutely

minimum work-in-progress (WIP), this line can go from wafer to fully

tested and packaged IC in less than one hour manufacturing cycle time,

a many-fold reduction as compared with the traditional approach.
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Equipment Division (continued)

Many exciting new products were launched during the year. Among

them, our new AD900 flip chip bonder, which addresses the growing

demands of flip chip in package (FCIP) with eutectic solder process,

found its high placement accuracy and throughput well received by our

customers. Our unique, small footprint solder ball placement line was

shipped for customer benchmarking, complementing our factory

automation solution for ball array packages.  As an alternative to strip

testing but achieving the same high productivity and standardized

handler objectives, we delivered our first multi-site test handler

capable of ambient and elevated temperatures. We expect these

innovative new products will start generating revenue in 2002 and

strengthen ASM’s product portfolio.

Leadframe Division

With the electronic industry adjusting its supply chain inventory,

demand for semiconductors and consequently leadframes was low,

especially during the 2nd and 3rd quarters. Our leadframe revenue

dropped by 45.5% last year to US$40.8 million, representing 20% of

the Group’s turnover.

As an integrated leadframe supplier having full functional capabilities,

ASM is well-known for short delivery lead times and offers frame

design, rapid prototyping and volume production of stamped frames

with either spot silver or full palladium plating. Over the years, ASM has

provided cost-effective solutions for surface-mounted IC and micro-

packages with high density matrix leadframes.

Recognizing constraints in wire bonding, encapsulation and de-taping,

we also offer QFN leadframes designed to optimize various assembly

processes. Unique among all leadframe suppliers, this specialised

knowledge permits ASM to provide strong packaging development

support to our customers. Together with our superior half-etching

capabilities, such value-added services have propelled ASM to

leadership position in QFN leadframes. To meet upcoming volume

demands, we have been installing reel to reel etching equipment and

plating machines to capitalize on this market opportunity.


